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LOADING 
CPC464 

Place the rewound cassette in the deck , type RUN" and ther1-press 
ENTER/RETURN key. Follow the instructions as they appear on 
screen . If there is a disk drive attached then type I TAPE. Then 
press ENTER/RETURN key. Then type RUN" and press 
ENTER/RETURN key. (The I symbol is obtained by holding shift 
and pressing the @ key.) 

CPC 664 and 128 
Connect a suitable cassette tape recorder ensuring that the correct 
leads are attached as defined in the User Instruction Booklet . Place 
the rewound tape in the cassette recorder and type I TAPE. Then 
press ENTER/RETURN key. Then type RUN" and press 
ENTER/RETURN key, follow the instructions as they appear on 
screen. 



CRAZYCARS 
2 - Controls : 

ESC key hold/pause the game 

During the game, you are controlling your car with 
a joystick or one of the arrow keys. 

UP ----------- Accelerate 
DOWN ----- Brake 
LEFT ------- Left 
RIGHT ---- Right 

MSX I & II: 

During the game, you are controlling your car with 
a joystick or one of the arrow keys. 

UP ----------- Accelerate 
DOWN ----- Brake 
LEFT ------- Left 
RIGHT ---- Right 

Game rules: 

You are racing in the world's craziest race : The 
American Cross Country Prestige Cars Race. This 
race is over three tracks throughout the United 
States: Arizona, Florida and the N.A.S.A. 

If you are able to complete the race before the time 
runs out, you will get a faster car. You start with a 
PORSCHE 911 Turbo Better than average drivers 
will receive a LAMBORGHINI Countach, and only 
the world's best drivers may drive a FERRARI GTO. 

(on the AMSTRAD, there's only one challenge 
NEW YORK) 

While racing, be careful not to collide with the 
·other cars, each collision will slow your car down
and you will lose time. Once you have passed a car,
be careful to maintain your speed, do not allow the
others cars behind you to catch-up and collide with
you, this again will cause you to lose valuable time.

CRAZY CARS was designed to be as realistic as
possible, therefore you must be careful to not lose
control of your car especially when you. are jum
ping or cornering.

If you go off the track, your speed will decrease
rapidly and your chances of beating the dock will
be greatly reduced. Hitting bumps at high speeds
will cause your car to fly through the air, but this
can be used to pass a car.

To complete a stage, you have to pass the finish
line before the time reaches zero.

PREPARE TO START, READY?

GO!!! 



BARBARIAN 
ÎHt: STORY SO fAR ... 

The evil sorcerer Drax desires Princess Mariana and has swom to wreak an unspeakable doom on the 
people of theJewelled City unless she is delivered to him. 

llowever, he has agreed that if a champion can be found who is able to defeat his demonic guardians, 
the princess will be allowed to go free. Ali seems los! as champion alter champion is pefeated, 

Then, from the forgotten wastelands of the North, cornes an unknown barbarian, a mighty warrior. 
wielding his broadsword with deadly skill. 

Can he vanquish the forces of Darkness and free the Princess? 

ONLYYOU CAN SAY ... 

The game is in two parts which can be loaded in any order. 

ONE: Combat practice (one player or 
two player). Perfect your swordsmanship 
against the finest warriors in the land. 

TWO: Fight to the death. 
Fight forthe princess against the evil minions 
of DRAX and final/y face the evil one himself. 

BARBARIAN FIGHTING MOVES 

The following instructions are for a right-facing char acter. 
For a left-facing char acter the moves are reversed. 

JOYSTICK DIRECTIONS 
WITHOUT FIRE BUTTON PRESSED 

PROTECT JUMP PROTECT 
HEAD 

,t, 
BODY 

MOVE 
BACK � 

MO,S .,_ .... FORWARD 

ROLL 
"'f' 

ROLL 
BACK CROUCH FORWARD 

BARBARIAN was conceived and designed by 
STEVE BROWN 

JOYSTICK DIRECTIONS 
WITH FIRE BUTTON PRESSED 

NECK 
WEB CHOP 
OF HEAD 

DEATH 

,t/ 
BUTT 

NECK .... .... 

"''" -
BODY 
CHOP CHOP 

JI' ' 
OVERHEAD f KICK 

CHOP LEG 
CHOP 

AMSTRAD PROGRAMMING BY: ANDREW 

FITTER 2 

AMSTRAD VERSION 

EACH SIDE OF THE CASSETTE/Dl SC CONTAINS 
TWO DIFFERENT ACTION SCENES. 
TO LOAD THE SCENE OF YOUR CHO/CE 
FOLLOW THE LOADING INSTRUCTIONS. 

When the game has /oaded press return to • 
choose from the following options: 

MODE1 = ONE PLAYERJOYSTICK 
MODE 2 = ONE PLA YER KEYBOARD 
MODE 3 = TWO PLA YER JOYSTICK/KEYBOARD 

SPACE BAR TO START GAME 

FJiJ = TO PAUSE A GAME 
F1 =TOQUIT A GAME 
F2 = MUSIC/SOUND EFFECTS 

IN KEYBOARD MODE 

Q= UP 
A= DOWN 
J = RIGHT 
H=LEFT 
SPACE = FIRE 

STRENGTH 

Each char acter can survive six blows which 
are displayed at the top of the screen (player 
one on the left). 

SCORE 

Points will be awarded depending on the 
difficu/ty of the move used (player one on the 
left) 

When playing in two player mode there will 
be a time li mit for each duel. At this time if 
both are still in the game, their strength will be 
restored and a new game will commence. 

When p/aying in one player mode there 
is no time li mit and the time display will be 
replaced with the skill level of the opponent 
you are facing. 

SOUND BY: RICHARD JOSEPH 

ASSISTANT ART/ST: GARYCARR 

SPECIAL THANKS TO: DANIEL MALONE

© PALACE SOFTWARE 1987 



TARGET RENEGADE 

He's back - meaner, tougher and thirsting for revenge! 

Matt. your brother. invesligating the nefarious dealings of MMr Big .. _ is caugh1 in the act The gangland boss 
meted out his punishment in the usual gruesome style and "°"' your hear1 pounds as you constder your 

alternatives. "An eye for an eyeM -the phrase batters your sub-conscious - the plan 1s set - you move mto 
action and make your way !hrough the various levels to your final confrontation The types of opponents you 

encounter on each level vary greatly. so a strategy must be learned if you are 10 succeed. Eve�y objects may 
be used as weapons. but don't lose them as they can be used against you! Simply. your objective is 10 survive 

through the five stages to your confrontation wîth Mr Big. Vengeance can be yours - if you live! 

CONTROLS 

The game has a 2-player option and may be controlled by joys1ick or keybœrd. 
Player l may use joyslick by selecting redefine keyboard option and movîng the ,oystîck in the appropriate 

direction. 
Similarly ?layer 2 may use either joystick or keyboard. 

JOYSTICK - Port 1 or Port 2 
With the fire button pressed (facing right). 

JUMP KICK 

JUMP KICK LEFf 

- � -

"BACK KICK l 
JUMP KICK RIGHT 

"PUNCH/GRAB HOLD OF 
OPPONENT 

A TTACK FLOORED OPPONENT 

FIRE - PUNCH/KNEE/USE WEAPON/PICK UP WEAPON 
"Please note 1hese movements are reversed when you are facing left. 

Without the fire button pressed 

UP 

UP LEFf • UP RIGHT 

ue ·* acITT 

DOWN LEFf • DOWN RIGHT 

OOWN 
FULL Y REDEFINABLE CONTROLS 

P!AYER 1 

LEFf - K 
RIGHT - L 

UP-Q 
DOWN - A 

FIRE - SPACE BAR 
PRESS ESC to pause the game 3 

P!AYER 2 

Joystick Port 1 
If the 2-player option 1s selected il means you can be a;ded by a compamon m your auempts throughout the 
levels. Each sectton you go through hO\.-\leVer will be consequendy more difhcuh. but you wil have 1wice the 
manpower wilh which 10 defend yourself. Leam to co-operate with your panner rather than jus1 hying 10 

overcome opponents separately. 

GAMEPIAY 

This game takes place in the seedy city of Scumvil1e. Vou have fîve environments to progress 1hrough each of 
wh,ch 1s harder than the las1. ln each scene you will encounter a different type of villain who will try and sutxlue 
you in a variety of lethal fashions. By a combinalion of punching. kick.ing and using weapon<; 1hat can be found 

on 1he ground you must fîghl your way through to the final confronlatîon wîth Mr. Big. Weapons can be 
obta1ned by sutxluîng an opponent who is carrying a club or simply by pick.ing up an item from the ground. 

Scene 1 - Multi·storey car park 
Here you wîll meet a gang of motor cyclîsts who will allempl to either run you over or slrike you w1th 1heir 

weapons. The mounted cyclists must fîrst be k1cked off 1heir b1kes. but this will only render them unconscious 
for a very short 1ime. Beware too. of the members of the gang and their friends who wîll creep up on you 

unawares m their allempt to smash you. 
Scene 2 - Seedy Street at night 

Vou will be confronted by the 'ladies of the mghC who will try to beat you in the most unladylike manner. 
Additîonal\y. the 1ady"s ·boss·· will be on hand to make sure !,'OU are not victonous. Armed wîth a gun. and a 
limited number of bullets. he will attempt to shoot you and you must 1ake evasive action until hîs ammunitton 

has run out. then you can attack ham man to man. 
Sce:ne 3 - The Park 

Here. a number of undesîrable skin-heads will anempt to beat you to a pulp. Pure pu:,ching. kick.ing. etc. rs the 
only way you wîll be able 10 progress to the next level. 

Scene 4 - The Shopping Mali 
The Beasty Boys are in town and some of their most ardent fans have congregated in the shopping mall. aware 

1ha1 your progro?ss towards Mr. Big has almost reached 1ts conclusion. Using bricks. and 1ogether wîlh their 
canine friends. 1hey will attempt in a variety of ways to make sure 1his is your las! level. 

Scene 5 - The Bar 
Before you are allowed to confront Mr. Big on his home ground. you must fim sutxlue his victOUs bodyguards 

who will stop at nothing 10 en sure y-:iu do 101 threaten their leader. (Warning -when you do manage 10 
overcome 1hese thugs. Mr. Big himself is a major force lo be reckoned wîth!) 

ST A TUS and SCORING 

The display panel al the bottom of the screcn shows both players score. energy level. number of lives 
remaming and the amoun1 of tîme left. Vou stan the game with three lives - an extra·life can be gamed with a 
score of 50.000 pomls and thereafter another life for every 100.000 additional points. Vou can score between 

100 and 1.000 points depending on tti;;: rype of successful move you make. 

HINTS and TIPS 

• U� your weapons wherever possible - net only wlll 1hey �v.: a gre,uer efœct bu1 will also give you a better 
poincs bonus. 

• The boss ln Section 2 ha.sa gun which will cenainty prove leihal. Do not try and overcome him while he is 
shooting at you, but rather wait umil his supply of bulle1s MS run out and then anack him. 

* E.liminate your enemies before you proceed. 

TARGET RENEGADE 

lts program ccx:le. graphie representatîon and anwork are the copynght or Imagine SohUJ21re and may not be 
reproduced. stored. hired or broadcast in any form whatsoever w,thout the written permission of Imagine 

Software. Ail rights reserved worldwide. 

CREDITS 

Coding by Mike Lamb 
Graphies by Dawn Drake 

Music by Gary BiasiUo 
Prcx:luced by D.C Ward 

01 988 Imagine Software 



COMBAT SCHOOL 
Chin-up! Chest out! 
Vou have enlisted with the elite marine corps -the U.S.A.'s finest. A 
barrage of tough, gruelling, physically demanding events face you if 
your are to become a crack trooper. Your objective is to graduate, but 
your mettle will be severely tested as the toughest course of training 
events are presented to you. 
lt may not end there! If you do graduate, there's a good chance you 
will be sent on a crucial mission-one that will examine your physical 
capabilities to the full! 
To graduate is your ambition, but will you even survive? 

CONTROLS 
The game is controlled by joystick, compatible for one or two players 
or keyboard. 

IŒYBOAII) 

a 
A 
0 
p 

SPACE 

NOTE: 

Up 
Down 
Left 
Right 
Fire 

JOYSTICK 
UP 

ŒFT -+- RIGHI 

DOWN 
To "waggle" in the following events the keys 0, W, 0 and P can be 
used to build up your speed -obstacle course, arm wrestling and 
chin-ups. For building up on iron man race you can use Q and W only 
for waggling-0 and P are to be used ta move left and right. 

CONTROL FOR DIFFERENT EVENT 
ASSAULT COURSE 

Waggle left and right to build-up and maintain speed. Press FIRE to 
jump over walls and onto horizontal ladder: continue waggling. 
RRING RANGE ONE 

Use up, down, left, right ta contrai your cursor and FIRE to fire your 
weapon. 
IRON MAN RACE 

Waggle joystick up and down to build-up and maintain speed, move 
joystick left and right ta move left and right. Press FIRE to jump over 
any obstacles. 
RRING RANGE lWO 

Move left and right ta move your man in thé appropriate direction 
and press FIRE ta fire your weapon. 4 

ARM WRESTUNG 
Waggle left and right to build-up and maintain maximum power. 
NOTE: 
AMSTRAD ONLY. ln two player mode, if no joysticks are being used, 
then player one is to use O and P and player 2 is to use Z and X to 
contrai their men in this event. 
RRING RANGE THREE 

Move left and right ta move your cursor in the appropriate direction 
and press FIRE to fire your weapon. 

WIT HOUT FIRE PRESSED 
KICK UP 

WALK
�

WALK 
LEFT RIGHT 

MID 
KICK KICK 

DUCK 
COMBAT WITH INSTRUCTOR 

WIT H FIRE PRESSED 
JUMP 

r,�NCH

� 

PUNCH 

DOWN 
JUMf'IKICK 

Left and right as normal, up to jump and FIRE ta punch/kick. 
CHIN-UPS 
Waggle left and right. 
THE MISSION

JUMP 

WALK t WALK 
LEFT . .,., _____ ,.,� RIGHT 
FIRE-KICK 

GAME PLAY 
There are seven taxing events which will call upon every ski li you can 
muster. To be the supreme fighting machine and graduate from the 
Combat School you must en sure that ail events are completed in the 
specified time. 
ASSAULT COURSE 
The first gruelling test guaranteed to tax your muscles to the full! By 
waggling the joystick, you must build-up and maintain your running 
speed whilst jumping over the numerous fences. Towards the end of 
this event you will be confronted with a horizontal ladder; jump onto 



this ladder and waggle as fast as possible to complete this course. 
Vou are against the clock and thus have a limited time to complete, 
however, if you manage a good time you will be awarded with a 
bonus. This time bonus will be added on to the time allowed for the 
next event. 

ARING RANGE ONE 
Various targets appear at random throughout this event and you 
must move your cursor and· shoot as many as possible within the 
allotted time. Vou have a minimum number of targets to hit and 
aga in, if you exceed this quota you may be allotted a time bonus as 
above. 

IION MAN RACE 

Possible one of the mostgruelling events that Combat School has to 
offer. Vou must build-up and maintain your maximum running speed 
whilst av04ding the various obstacles such as rocks and mines as you 
try and niigotiate this hazardous terrain. Jumping is permitted, but 
be careful you don't land on anything that cou Id make you trip and 
lose valuable time. Having negotiated the land, you will then be 
confronted with a fast moving river which you must swim across, 
find a canoe and paddle like crazy to the opposite _bank whilst 
avoiding the treacherous logs which float across your path. Upon 
reaching the opposite bank you must sprint to the finishing line 
before the time is up. As before, a time bonus is invoked if you 
complete the course ahead of schedule. 

ARING RANGE lWO 

ln contrast to the fixed gun emplacements you had in the first firing 
range, this event presents you with a chance to practice your skills 
with a hand-held machine gun. Robot tanks will descend at random 
from the top of the screen and you must knock-out as many as_ 
possible in the alloted time. As before, there is a minimum quota of 
tanks to hit and the usual time bonus if you shoot more than the 
allocated number. 

ARM WRESTUNG 
This calls upon your full "joystick waggling" powers as you try and 
build-up and maintain maximum power to defeat your opponent. ln 
the one player game you will be pitted against the computer, whilst 
in the two playergame you'II be competing one on one. This event is 
purely for a time bonus and you will not be drummed out of the 
School if you fail ! 

5 

ARING RANGE THREE 
This is similar in control to the first fi ring range, but you must avoid 
shooting any of the red targets. If you do inadvertantly hit one of 
these then your cursor will freeze until the next batch of targets 
appear, thus preventing you from shooting any of the true targets. 
This is the hardest firing range of all and you will be called upon to 
use all your fi ring prowess that you have learned in the previous 
rounds. Time is short so shoot wisely and carefully! The usual time 
bonus situation applies. 

COMBAT WITH INSTRUCTOR 

The most difficult event of ail. Here you are one on one against your 
instructor and must use ail your martial arts and combat ski lis to 
defeat him. Vou can only incur a maximum number of hits within the 
given time {as can your instructor). The object is to subdue your 
opponent within the given time or you will not graduate! Using a 
combination of movement left and right, you can also jump up and 
kick or punch Mtich r,r;,r.tice is requirP.d to perfect your technique 
and don't forget -your instructor has more experience than you ! 

CHIN-UPS 
If you fail to qualify in the fist six events by a very narrow margin, you 
will be given a second chance to continue. This wi)I take the form of 
a number of chin-ups that need to be performed in a specific time. 
This is a "joystick waggler" and you must build-up and maintain 
power for as long as possible to complete the necessary number: 
only if you do complete the required a mou nt can you move on tô the 
nextevent. If ypu fail in any of the above events you will be drummed 
out of the Combat School and will have to start from scratch. 

THE MISSION 
If you eventually graduate, you will be sent on a top secret mission to 
rescue a hostage in the American Embassy. This missiàn will call 
upon all the powers you have learned in training. The actual 
execution of the mission� however, is classified and very few details 
are available. Ali that is known is that your assailants will be heavily 
armed and must be both avoided and subdued before they have time 
to use their weaponry. Good luck and don't be a chicken ! 

STATUS AND SCORING 
Points are scored within the different stages depending on how 
efficiently you complete that event. On timed events, if you complete 



before the time runs out you may be awarded a time bonus, to be 
carried forward to the next level. Similarly, on the shooting events if 
you manage to achieve the set number of hits in the specified time 
and continue hitting your targets before the time is up, you will be 
aga in awarded a time bonus depending on the number of extra hits 
you have accumulated. 
The points work on an accumulative basis and if you graduate, the total 
points earned will have an effect on the ranking you achieve. There is 
no rank awarded if you fail to graduate from the Combat School , but 
a· high score, if earned, will be displayed. 

HINTS AND TIPS 
* Learn to pace yourself-.if you r power level shows you operating 
on full speed then it is pointless to exert more effort as this will make 
no difference to your performance. 
* Try and collect as much time bom•s as possible in th�,various 
stages as this will have an accumulative effect on successive events. 
* There are many strategies for combat with the instructor, but one 
of the most effective is to jump towards him, strike quickly, and jump 
back aga in out of range. 
* You do not have to be the victor in the arm wrestling contest to 
continue in Combat School -this is only a bonus event which will 
enable you to pick up a time bonus for the third firing range, however 
this is very useful. 
* If you do manage to progress to the mission stage bear in mind 
this is not against the clock and it may be prudent to wait in various 
areas.for the right moment to strike. 

COMBAT SCHOOL 
lts program code, graphie representation and artwork are the 
copyright of Ocean Software Limited and may not be reproduced, 
stored, hired or broadcast in any form whatsoever without the 
written permission of Ocean Software Limited. Ali rights reserved 
worldwide. 
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GRYZOR 
COIN-OP ACTION FROM KONN-\1 
The Durrs from the Planet Suna have infiltrated Earth's defensive forces, have 
set up a strong-hold in an unchartered region on our planet and have 
assembled an atmosphere processing plant (APP) which gives them the 
facility to control the planet's weather conditions. Their plan is to bring about 
another ice age and thereby take OIJef Earth and ail its resources. You are 
Lance Gryzor, a member of the federation for Earth's Defences (FED). Having 
discOIJefed the evil intention of the Durrs, you must infiltrate the strong-hold; 
make your w� through the forti fication, past the androids and into the heart 
of the complex to destroy the APP. You will encounter many dangers and 
numerous weapons systems together with deadly tunnels and awkward 
mazes. As you get closer to the heart of the complex, you will find that the 
APP has already started its dastardly work and if you manage to pass the ice 
region you will then encounter a labyrinth of  pipes and ducts, only then you 
realise the danger has just begun. for the a liens incarnate will reveal 
themse!ves and you will be pitted against the most deadly foe ever known to 
man! 
There is only one man who could ever hope to accomplish this mission 
his name ... Lance Gryzor! 

c, _,. 

PLAVER SELECTIONS 
ONE or TWO player options may be selected from the menu at the start of the 
game. 

CONTROLS . . -
Gameplay is controlled by a combination of joystick (Port two), and the Space 
Bar. 

UP/AIM UP 

MOVE LEFT/AIM UP LEFT 

MOVE LEFT/AIM DOWN LEFT 

LIE DOWN 

FIRE - FIRE WEAPON 

SPACEBAR - JUMP 

SPACEBAR AND DOWN - JUMP DOWN 

MOVE RIGHT/AIM UP RIGHT 

MOVE RIGHT/AIM DOWN RIGHT 



ln addition, pressing RUN - STOP du ring play will PAUSE THE
° 

GAME. Once 
paused, a further RUN - STOP will abort the gamé, whilst any movement 
setection will allow it to continue. 
STATUS and SCORING 
An area at the top of the SCREEN displays scores, the n�mber of lives 
remaining and information regarding your current weapons. A flashing weapon 
name denotes that you have RAPID-FIRE status and shquld you be able to 
obtain a BARRIER shield, this will flash faster as invulnerability time decreases. 
On tunnel scenes, a clock t6 the right of the playing area displays the time 
remaining. Going over the limit will lose a life. 
An extra life is awarded at the end of each section, but no extra lives are 
awarded on a POINTS basis. 

GAMEPLAY 
The game is made up of three sections. ln the first two sections you have to 
destroy the two outposts that the enemy have built. ln the last section you 
have to destroy the enemy atmosphere processor and mother-ship. 
The first section comprises of three scenes. ln the first you must fight your 
way along a scrolling landscape to the enemy base and biow a hole in the wall 
to gain entrance. ln the second scene you must follow your map through 
heavily defended tunnels to the control room. ln the third scene you must 
destroy the control room itself. 
The second section is laid out in a similar way to the first as you endeavour to 
destroy the second, stronger, enemy outpost. 
The third section comprises of two scenes. ln the first you must fight your way 
through the atmosphere processing plant to reach the enemy mother-ship. ln 
the second you must fight your way to the heart of the ship and destroy it. 
On your way you will encounter weapons stores/carriers, when these are shot 
they release a 'weapon's capsule'. Running over this will give you the weapon 
contained within. The four extra weapons available above your standard rifle 
are -
1. rapid fire 
2. scatier gun ( fires in three directions) 
3 .·laser gun 
4. barrier (makes you invulnerable for a short time). 

HINTS AND TIPS 
* Learn where to pick up better weaponry. 
* Certain characters in the tunnel may yield weapons if shot. 
* Disable "scatter cannons" first on the static screens. 
* Shoot everything! 

GRYZOR 
lts program code, graphie representation and artwork are the copyright of 
Ocean Software Limited and may not be reproduced, stored, hired or 
broadcast in any form whatsoever without the written permission of Ocean 
Software Limited. Ali rights reserved worldwide. 
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PREDATOR 

The first section of PREDATOR will now load into you computer 
memory, Cassette versions will load in stages, and you will see a 
variety of flashing colours around the screen as loading occurs. 
Vou will see on screen prompts if you need to START, STOP or 
TURN the cassette over al specific points. 
Further sections of PREDATOR will be loaded automatically as you 
successfully guide Shaefer through the tirs! section. 

JOYSTICK AND KEYBOARD CONTROL NOTES ... 

Vou control Major Shaefer using a combination of joystick with 
keyboard, or keyboard only controls. (C64 players note that there is 
not a keyboard only option on the C64 version of Predator.) 
Commodore 64 owners may use any C64 compatible joystick, with 
the joystick inserted into Port 2. 

THE HUNT IS ON ... 

"A straightforward mission they said - 'top secret' - ha! Aren't they 
always!. . ." 
But not this lime. 
"We gotta' rescue three Presidential allies and any surviving crew 
of a crashed chopper. That's easy enough. Those pen pushers 
could never gel by in that jungle. Out there it's a fight for survival! 
And anyway, what were those stiff necks !rom Capitol Hill doin' in 
that neck of the woods anyhow? Top Secret' 1'11 bet!. .. " 
But this time it's different. 
" ... They reckon some local guerilla force is gonna' make the rescue 
tough. Ha! At least il gives a bit more of a challenge to a mercenary 
like me. Me? l'm the meanest predator in the universe. 1'11 hunt'em 
high and low - l've got bullets stamped with their name and zip 
code! .. ." 
But this time it's you that's hunted. 
Vou play the part of Major Alan Schaefer, a seasoned military·man 
heading up a crew on yet another straightforward, 'top secret' 
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mission. Vou've got to get your team in and out fast. Vou watch as 

your soul mates Dillon, Ramirez, Mac, Hawkins, Billy and Blain 
leap from the hovering helicopter and vanish into dense jungle. 
Vou take the rear guaro. Vou soon find the crashed chopper with 
no sign of !ile. That's not surprising, but...something is odd here. 
Not quite sure what. No sign of your team either. .. 
Vou find Hawkins first - or at least, what is left of him ... what on 
earth could have done that to him? 
At least his weapon is nearby - that might corne in useful. Those 
guerillas put up sudden and hard ambushes, but with your reflexes 

they are easily beaten. 
A swarm of vultures attack - they've been preying on something 
just ahead. Vou can't believe your eyes - Green berets strung up 
!rom trees, stripped of skin!
Something is definitely wrong out here. No guerilla force fias done 
this, that's for sure. Where the hell have your team got to? 
A cool bead of sweat trickles down the side of your head. 
lt's sinister - and ail the time, as you cautiously creep deeper into 
this jungle ... you get the feeling .... the feeling that you're being 
watched ... 
lt's gonna' take ail of your survival skills to outwit whatever il is 
that's lurking out there ... and perhaps a small nuclear device. 

PREDATOR OPTIONS ... 

Once Predator is loaded, you'II see a menu page listing your 
available gameplay-options. 
Vou may now select !rom your options, described below, which 
vary depending upon the version of Predator that you are playing. 
Start Game 
When you select this option, the game will begin. Pressing the 
FIRE BUTTON on a selected joystick has the same effect. 



Joystick Controls 
M{N[MEHISACHICVED 

WITHOUTflR[ 

PRlSSCO 

""" 

,_,.,,,/ ..,,,.,.,,, 

un RtCHr 

MCNEMCKTSACHIEVEO 

WITHrlRE 

PR[SS,0 

lEFT----fnCHT fllil-+---Fflf 

... -. 

"" 

Keyboard Function Keys 

un RIGHT 

-

(Ill[ 

IXMftllflJf,HT 

May be used in conjunction with keyboard or joystick controls 
Throw GRENADE (short throw) (SPACE BAR) 
Throw GRENADE (long throw) (SHIFT) 
Pick up/drop ITEM (RETURN) or (ENTER) 
Keyboard Contrai Keys 
Vou may select one of two layouts when the game begins. These 
are shown below. Refer to the Joystick Controls for details of the 
movements available. 
(Note: Two letters separated by a+ symbol indicates that these 
keys must be pressed simultaneously). 

Keyboard (1) OPTION: Keyboard (2) OPTION: 

l([YIIO\ROKEY!SI 

10 ACHIE'ft MOYE MENT REOUIR[O 

0 

0*1 O+O 

1 0 

A+I A+O 

Flf?f-(P)éy 

ID AOIIEVE M<M:MENT IIEOUIRED 

w 

O* E 

A 0 

l C 

FIRf-lS/.,,, 

PR ED A TOR - HINTS ON PLA YING 
When you select START GAME, the helicopter will hover, giving 
yôa�team mates enough lime to slide down a rope and dash into 9 

the jungle. Soon you'II appear, as Major Alan Schaefer, dressed in 
combat gear and ready for action. From here on, it's up to you. 
Take each step with great caution, remembering you're in 
unchartered jungle, where anything can happen. And il will! 
At the top of the screen, a display shows the number of lives you 
have remaining, with an energy level beneath. When the display 
shows no lives and no energy ... it's over for you! 
The weapon you currently have is shown in the centre al the top of 
the screen, together with it's ammunition level. Vou may drop this 
weapon and pick up another if you find one on your mission. 
Several different arms may be found, together with spare 
am munition. Choose and use your weaponry with great caution. 
Vou'II find more of your team as your progress further into the 
jungle - nearly ail horribly mutilated. Remember, survival is the 
name of the game, so look at any weapons you may find of theirs 
and decide if you'II need to swap for your current one. 
If you manage to survive longer than your team mates obviously 
have, you'il need to make the best use of the jungle elements in 
order to outsmart your enemy. Bu ilets won't selve ail of your 
problems in this neck of-the woods! 
Grenades, which are also shown al the top of the screen, are 
bound to corne in useful if you find yourself helplessly ambushed. 
Vou start the game armed with three of them. 
Remember that strange rustle in the bushes? Vou, hear it every 
now and again but can see nothing. Weil, there is something out 
there and it is most definitely alter you. lt can track you, using it's 
heat detecting eye sight, and every now and again, the screen will 
change colour, and you wiil appear to glow. This is the creature's 
viewpoint of you running through the jungle. Beware, it's on to you! 
A triangle wiil form on the screen - this is the crosshairs of the 
creature's weapon. If you gel caught within this triangle, you'II be 
killed ... unless you can outwit the creature, of course ... 
An overall score is shown in the display at the top of the screen 
together with a clock. Vour objective is to try to complete your 
mission within the allocated lime, that is, before the clock reads 
00:00! 
This is no mission for the faint hearted. The chances of survival are 
pitiful, even for you. We strongly recommend that you don't do il. 



l'Tedator 
presented by 

ActiYision (UK) Limited 
Copyright 1987 Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporatmn. 

Ali Rights Reserved. Trademarks owned by Twentieth Century Film Corporation. 
and used by Activision (UK) Limited under authorizat1on. 

Game designed by System 3 
C64 Graphies by Hugh Riley 

Coding, Music and all other Graphies by Source 
Players Guide by E.M. Dean 
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PLATOON 
Vou are a raw young recruit in a Platoon of five 

deep in enemy territory. Unprepared for the 
challenges that lie ahead; reàlisation dawns that 
you must not only survive the physical ordeals but 
retain your sanity amidst the horrors and 
injustices of war. 

As the game progresses you must overcome 
the hostilities in the different environments 
presented to you and ultimately survive with your 
sanity and morale intact. There are six sections in 
this experience, each presenting you with a more 
arduous problem. There will be casualties, as in 
any war, but the first casualty of that naïve young 
soldier will be his innocence. 

JUNGL.E and VILLAGE 

Vou must lead your Platoon deep into the depths <:» the 
Vietnamese jungle and ultimately the village. Once there, 
you will search the huts for useful objects and ultimately find 
a trap door in one of the huts that will lead you to an 
underground network of tunnels. 

The jungle contains many perils such as armed patrols, 
booby trapped trip wires, assassins in trees and concealed 
"hides" where deadly snipers lie in wait. During your trek 
stay vigilant for a box of explosives left by a previous Platoon 
as this must be collected before reaching the bridge which 



must be blown up to prevent a large patrol following your 
Platoon (and effectively wiping you ail out). 
T o des,troy the bridge you must have the af orementioned 
TNT, when you cross it the explosive will be élutomatically 
planted. 

Food, ammunition and medical supplies left by enemy 
guerillas can be picked up and used. For best results, 
spread supplies equally between the soldiers in your 
Platoon. 

List of objectives in this section: 

1. Find explosives.
2. Find bridge.

3. Place explosives on bridge.

4. Find village.

5. Search huts for a torch and map.

6. Find trap door.

CON·TAOLS 

You contrai one man at a time using your joystick. 

UP JUMP/WALK UP/ENTER HUT/EXAMINE OBJECT 
LEFT WALK LEFT 
RIGHT WALK RIGHT 
DOWN DUCK/WALK DOWN/LEAVE HUT 
FIRE SHOOT 
SPACE BAR THROW GRENADE 
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• 

NOTE: Whether you jump or walk up when pressing UP on the joystick is 
determined by whether there is an exit above you or not. The same rule 
applies for pressing down. The EXAMINE OBJECT facility is only 
available when inside a hut and in front of the required abject. 

COMMODORE ONL Y 
Keys F1 to F7 call up the ST ATUS PANEL which allows you to examine the 
state of your platoon and transfer to contrai to another soldier. This is done 
by pressing UP, DOWN and FIRE on the joystick. 

STATUS and SCOAING 

MORALE 

This is a collective indication as to the state of your Platoon. Morale 
decreases every time one of your platoon is wounded and when an 
unarmed Vietnamese villager is shot. When the morale is at zero then your 
platoon is considered inactive and the game is over. Morale can be 
increased by collecting food and medical supplies. 

• 

HITS 

Every time one of the platoon is wounded, he will collect a HIT. When he 
has collected four HITS then he will die, signified on the status panel as 
"retired in action". When all live members of the platoon are dead, the 
game is over. 

AM MUNITION 

Number of grenades left. 
Rounds of ammunition left. 
These can be increased by collecting ammunition left around. 

SCORE 

This is increased by removing enemy soldiers, collecting useful abjects 
and destroying the bridge as well as any traps. A large bonus is cbtained 
when this section is completed depending on the number of active 
members of the platoon left. 



HINTS and TIPS 
• Watch out for the enemy jumping out of the trees above you or
appearing out of trapped doors near your feet - a well placed grenade will
destroy the latter.

• When a member of your platoon isseriously injured (i.e two or more hits)
transfer control to another soldier to ensure as many as possible of your
platoon surv\ve. ' 

• When you are about to pick up foo"d or medical supplies, transfer to the
member of your platoon most in need of them. ·
• lt is recommended that you map o�t lhis section in order to complete it.

TUNNEL NETWORK 

Leaving the rest of the platoon in the village you 
volunteer to go down the trap door wt:,ereupon you find 
yourself iri an underground tunnel system. You already have 
a torch and a map to enable you to find your way around as 
shown on the right hand side of the screen and your position 
is indicated by an arrow pointing in the direction you are 
facing. 

Beware - The tunnels are densely populated with 
guerrillas who must be shot on sight. They usually appear 
- from around the corners, but some of them have a sneaky
habit of swimming through the waters of the tunnel and
springing up in front of you .. . and that knife isn't for
decoration! The tunnel also contains a number of rooms in
which you may find valuable items such as Red Cross boxes
(to heal one of your "HITS") and ammunition. lt is also
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essential that you f ind two boxes of flares and a compass for 
the next section (as before, when you enter a room you may 
be confronted by a guerrilla or indeed one of the boxes may 
be booby.:trapped). 

CONTROLS 

You control your movements and that of the crosshair (gunsight) with your 
joystick. 
There are three control modes -

UP - (A) Walk forward/(B & C) Movecrosshair up
LEFT - (A) Rotate left/(B & C) Move crosshair left
RIGHT • (A) Rotate right/(B & C) Move crosshair right
DOWN · (B & C) Move crosshair down
FIRE . (A & B) Shoot (C) Examine object

CONTROL MODE A 
Moving through the tunnels. When an. enemy soldier appears, control 
changes to Mode B. 
CONTROL MODE B 
Moving the crosshair in the tunnels. Move il over your targe! and press 
FIRE. If you score a hit, control will revert back to Mode A. 
CONTROL MODE C 
When you enter a room, move the crosshair and press FIRE to examine 
objects. If needed they are automatically taken. To leave the room, press 
F[RE with the crosshair over the exit icon (bottom right). 

STATUS and SCORING 

MORALE 

This is a collective indication as to the state of your Platoon. Mori3le 
decreases every lime you are wounded. When the morale is at zero then 
your platoon is considered inactive and the game is over. Morale can be 
increased by collecting food and medical supplies. 



HITS 
Every time you are wounded, you will collect a HIT. When you have 
collected four HITS then you will die, and the game is over. 

AM MUNITION 
Rounds of ammunition left. 

SCORE 
This is increased with every successful encounter with Viet Cong, upon 
finding useful objects and finding the exit. 

HINTS and TIPS 
There are no villagers in this section so everyone is assumed to be an 
enemy.• Search all rooms and remember where booby-trapped boxes are.

THE BUNKER 

Upon finding the exit in the tunnel system you find 
yourself in a foxhole. Night has fallen, you are tired and 
doubtful of the terrain and postion of the enemy, so you 
decide to rest in the foxhole until confirmation cornes 
through from bas� camp. Unfortunately a group of guerrillas 
suspect your location and will have no hesitation in 
attacking. Vou have your machine gun and a supply of fi ares 
to light up the night sky in order to see the enemy silhouetted 
against the horizon but be prudent supplies are limited as is 
the time of illimination. Vou must ensure that you do shoot 
each man you see as your own muzzle flash will give away 
your position and anyone who is left standing will find it easy 
to locate and kill y0u. 
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CONTROLS 
The joystick moves the gunsight. A tiare is released by placing the gun . 
sight over the tiare gun (bottom right) and pressing FIRE. 

• MOVE CROSSHAIR UPUP 

DOWN 

LEFT 
RIGHT 
FIRE 

• MOVE CROSSHAIR DOWN

• MOVE CROSSHAIR LEFT
• MOVE CROSSHAIR RIGHT

·SHOOT

STATUS and SCORING 

MORALE 
This is a collective indication as to the state of your platoon. Morale 
decreases every time you are wounded. When the morale is at zero then 
your platoon is considered inactive and the game is over. 

HITS 
Every lime you are wounded, you will collect a HIT. When you have 
collected four HITS then you will die, and the,ga'me is over. 

I ', 

AM MUNITION 
Rounds of ammunition left. 
Number of ilares left. 

SCORE 

• 

Your score is increased by shooting attackers. 
• 

HINTS and TIPS 

Shoot attackers immediately. 
Conserve ammunition and tiares by sending tiares up regularly and 
removing each attacker with a short, well placed burst of gun lire -
not a long inaccurate barrage. 



THE JUNGLE 

Having survived a harrowing and sleepless night, you go 
in search of Sergeant Elias-your platoon leader. However, 
you meet Sergeant Barnes who informs you that Elias is 
dead, killed in combat. Shortly after however, you see from a 
distance that Elias is in f act a live and being relentlessly 
pursued by guerrillas. ln front of your very eyes you see your 
Sergeant mowed down in a hail of gun tire and at that 
moment a little bit more of your innocence and sanity is 
eroded. Pondering on the information given to you from 
Sergeant Barn es you realise that in f act he is indirectly 
responsible for the death of Elias by not aiding him. 

Before you can collect your thoughts more thoroughly 
you hear a crackle corne over the radio -a transmission 
from the General. An air strike is planned for precisely 10:00 
hours. That means that that section of the jungle you are in is 
to be napalmed in two minutes, as it is crawling with 
guerrillas. That just about gives you time to reach a safe 
area, and take caver from the airborne onslaught. You have 
been given the compass bearings of a particular safe area 
and you must make your way there immediately. 

GAME PLAY 

The compass (top right) indicates the direction that you 
are facing always head in a northerly direction. Each screen 
depicts a view of a portion of the jungle you are in. Run to the 
top of each area, avoiding the Viet Cong fire, snipers and any 
other hazards such as barbed wire and half buried mines. 
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There are several routes through the jungle; some will 
enable you to make your destination in time, while others will 
not. 

CONTROLS 

Using the joystick move your man around the obst.:::!es avoiding enemy 
tire. Take a left or right turning al the top of each area. 

LEFT MOVE LEFT 
RIGHT MOVE RIGHT 
UP· MOVE UP THE SCREEN 
DOWN MOVE BACK DOWN THE SCREEN 

FIRE SHOOT 

HINTS and TIPS 

Find out which is the quickest route and use il every lime. Keep 
moving as enemy lire is directed straight at you. 
ln order to make good time, certain screens will have to be rushed. 
Other, more difficult screens, may be negoti�ted alter you have 
cleared the way of all visible attackers. 

THEFOXHOLE 

Having reached the area you were told was sale you find that 
Sergeant Barnes is in a foxhole. He realised your suspicions about him 
and Sergeant Elias and sees this as an ideal opportunity to eliminate you 
without witnesses or any other evidence. Ensconsed in his foxhole he lires 
his machine gun and throws grenades at you. With the air strike imminent 
and vengeance for the unfortunate Sergeant Elias playing on your mind 
you realise there is only one sensible course of action. Vou must remove 
Barnes from the bunker in order to avoid the napalm. The caver that is 
afforded Barnes makes machine gun lire rather ineffective leaving you 
with the only option of a frontal assault with your grenades. Vou must, in 
tact, score live direct hits with your grenades into the foxhole. Vou will find 
the box of grenades at the start of the screen and these must be picked up 
immediately. 



CONTROLS 
LEFT 

RIGHT 

UP 

DOWN 

FIRE 

MOVELEFT 

MOVERIGHT. 

MOVE UP SCREEN 

MOVE BACK DOWN TH E SCREEN 

THROWS GRENADE 

STATUS .Înd SCORING 

Your score is increased with each successful hit on Barnes's foxhole, 
and with his final destruction should you last that long! 

HINTS and TIPS 

Keep moving for reasons already discussed. 
Pickup your grenades immediately. 

Îhis computer game is packed with fun and excitement -
many, many hours of programming work have been put in to ensure 
the maximum playing experience. To gel the most !rom this tille 
please read the instructions carefully and follow the screen prompts 
- that way you'II be sure that none of the action is missed! 

lts program code and graphie representation are the copyright 
of Ocean Software Limited and may not be reproduced, stored, 
hired or broadcast in any form whatsoever without the written 
permission of Ocean Software Limited. Ali rights reserved 
worldwide. 
Game Design by Ocean Software Limited 
© 1988 Ocean Software Limited 
© 1987 Hemdale Film Corporation. Ali rights reserved. 
TRACKS OF MY TEARS by Smokey Robinson Licensed from 
B.M.G. Records (U.K.) Limited 
® Motown Record Corporation 
AMSTRAO 

Conversion by Choice Software 
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KARNOV 
KARNOV, the fire-breathing Russian, is seeking the los! 
Treasure of Babylon.He runs. swims. jumps. climbs and even flies 
through nine levels of absorbing gameplay. Countless bizarre 
monsters are out ta stop him - can YOU help him reach the 
treasure ançl�efeat the evil Wizard Ryu? 

Karnov is �ed on the original DATA EAST arcade hit. 

CAN KARNOV SAVE THE WORLD? 

The story of Karnov·s legendary quèst begins peacefully enough in 
the small village of Creamina, located roughly in the middle of that 
vast expanse of land known as the Russian Steppes, otherwise 
known as Wunderland. Jinborov Karnovski, better known more 
simply a Karnov by his friends, had returned ta the village alter a 
lifetime of travelling the country as a circus strongman. Old Karnov 
was looking forward ta a quiet lite, with the biggest excitement 
being an evening telling tales of his circus exploits days at the local 
tavern. Little did he know, but his adventures were far tram over. 
He was about ta embark on a new journey that would test his 
enormous strength ta the full! 
Only a few of the village's aides! inhabitants knew Creamina's 
secret. This ramshackle collection of buildings was the hiding place 
of one of the worlds most awesome treasures. The treasure of 
Babylon had been hidden away !rom the world in Creamina for 
centuries, protected by the Forces of Light. Legend had it, sa the 
E iders said, that a great evil would visit the world if the Treasure 
tell into the wrong hands. But they felt that the treasure was sale -
alter ail Creamina was the las! place anyone would look for a 
treasure. 
They were right. Creamina was the last place Ryu, an awesome 
and evil wizard, looked for the Treasure of Babylon. Alter 
thousands of years searching the world for this ancien! artifact, his 
spies had al last reported ils location. Surrounded by his demonic 
minions, the great wizard hit Creamina like a hurricane and made 
off with the Treasure of Babylon. But he wasn't finished. Ta punish 
the villagers of Creamina he left behind an assortment of monsters 
to terrorise those who had dared ta hide the treasure !rom him. 



Karnov knew that only he had the power ta defeat Ryu and return 
the treasure ta its hiding place. Alter ail, not everyone in Creamina 
could breath tire like he could! Cursing his strange talent, and his 
luck, Karnov set out ta find a way through the monster infested 
countryside, seeking the fragments of a long los! map ta guide him 
on his way. he knew he had ta seek out and defeat Ryu and regain 
the Treasure of Babylon, otherwise the world was doomed! 

MUL TI-LOAD INSTRUCTIONS 
Kar"nov is a multi-load game, with each of the nine exciting levels 
being loaded as you complete the previous one. This means that ta 
enjoy continuous play you MUST keep your Karnov cassette in 
your data cassette player, or your Karnov disk in you disk drive, at 
ail limes during a session with the game. On screen prompts will 
appear when you complete a level, telling you what_to do next. 

When loading cassette versions of the game you will be prompted 
ta turn over the tape, rewind fully and Joad Level One. When killed 
you will be asked ta rewind the tape and Joad Level One. 

ICONS AND HOW TO USE THEM 
There are 11 items ta be collected: 

'K's: 50 of these are needed ta gain an extra lite .. 
Apples: These will give you much needed extra tire power. 
The remaining nine items are icons that may be collected and 
saved for use later in the game. When collected, they will appear in 
windows at the bottom of the screen. The first five icons in the 
inventory will highlight alternately as you move Karnov left or right. 
If you wish ta select a specific icon you, must adjust Karnov's 
position on screen until the one you want is highlighted. Then press 
the 'Y' key (ail versions). 

Boots: 

Bombs: 

Ladders: 

These double Karnov's jumping power and help him 
run !aster. 
Don't jut use them ta destroy Ryu's Monsters! 
These can also be used ta destroy obstacles, like 
walls. They can also be stockpiled - but don't 
stand tao close when you use one. You could blow 
yourself upl 
Use these ta collect 'out of reach' icons. 
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Boomerangs: These give Karnov extra attacking power. Jump up 
ta catch it sa you can use it again. 

Flames: These give Karnov superior firepower for a limited 
time. 

The last four icons will become available ta you al the appropriate 
lime. 

They are as follows: 

Wings: for flying!!! 
Swimming · Allows you ta swim !aster. 
Helmet: 
Mask of This will flash when invisible icons are on screen. 
Perception: Pressing 'Y' will make them visible. 
Trolley: Use this for downhill !rave!. lt kills ail monsters in its 

path. 
Remember may items will be out of view, sa explore your 
surroundings and choose your route with great care, because now 
you are on your own. 

QUICK CONTROL GUIDE 
Jump/Climb up 
Down/Climb Dawn 
Left 
Righi 
Use selected icon 
Pause 
Reset Game 
Fire 
Or joystick, Port 2 

/ 

z 

X 

y 

RUN/STOP 
RUN/STOP & RESTORE 
Space 
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